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blues  again 
; Oh. the aggravation of midterm time at 
SJSU  Cramming 400 pages of textbook 
material into 
one's head between classes can cause severe migraine headaches, 
as this history major, Keith West will agree Relax 
Keith, you're not the only one. 
Wednesday,
 March 16, 1977 
Phone: 277-3181 












By Cheryl Dennison 
Tile Academic Senate might
 have 
decided  whether to recommend that 
SJSU form 
a committee to improve 
its general education 
program if a 
false fire alarm had not 
interrupted 




revision,  recommended by 
the senate's curriculum
 committee, 
would create a 
university  committee 
to evaluate courses
 applied to 
general education 






 was criticized 
in 1974 by 
the Western 
Association















Senator Dave Elliott, speech 
professor, asked the senate 
to send 
the revision back to the curriculum 
committee so that it could consider a 







present  general 
education in most universities are 
that: 
 professors are becoming in-
creasingly specialized and aren't 
qualified to teach broad subjects. 
 many general education 





 there is little consistency in 
education because students have 
many options in the courses they 
take. 
 many courses are predisposed 
toward
 
Western  civilization and 
ignore 
African
 and Asian cultures. 
Elliott 
said a separate school 
should 
be formed to avoid inter-
school politics 
concerning  which 
courses will be offered. 
The school would have a dean and 
an allocation
 but no faculty. In-
structors would be "purchased" 
from 
the  departments, Elliott said. 
"I'm not 
suggesting  that we 
move in this 
direction im-
mediately," Elliott
 said, "but I 
would like the committee to consider 
the advisability of forming a general 
education school." 
Senator Mike Nuwer, a student, 
supported Elliott.
 
"The problems with general 
education 
aren't with the 
organization  of the classes but with 
their content," Nuwer said. "The 









reorganizes the courses." 
Senator David Newman, 
director  
of counseling services,
 asked the 




because it would be a minor im-





then prepare a 
proposal  for creating 
a general education school for the 
senate's
 review, Newman added. 
Before the 
senate could 
react  to 
Newman's 
suggestion,  the 
fire 
alarm 
buzzed,  adjourning 
the 
meeting. University
 Police Chief 
Earnest Quinton 
said  he did not 
know  whether the 
alarm  had been 
triggered
 by a person 
or
 by a 




















 plans to 
begin 
a survey within the 









Executive  Assistant Al 
Jones, who is in 
charge of the sur-
vey, said he hopes
 to work with five 
or six other 
students in determining 
what 












 has been 
scheduled
 for April 
14





 former San 





Goodloe is charged 
with embezzl-





 last year 





 hearing, he 
(Goodloe) will 
appear before the 
judge,
 who will determine
 if there is 
sufficient evidence 
to hold him over 
for trial," 
Inspector










 of the Goodloe
 case after 
it was
 discovered there
 were $8,068 
in 







Goodloe  had told 
the  student 
presidents
 last year 
that the 
association was in 
good financial 
condition, but 
he soon stopped at-
tending the SPA 
meetings and a 
check of the 
association's  bank 
account showed







complaint  against 
Goodloe was signed by 
current  SPA 
Controller James
 Ferguson, who is 
also the 
A.S.
 president at SJSU. 
Goodloe was 
then  arrested March 3. 
Records show that Goodloe had 
been convicted of burglary in 1968 
and also for 
robbery
 in 1969. Both 
convictions
 were in Alameda 
County. 
When asked why Goodloe hadn't 
been bonded, which is a standard 
form of insurance
 when someone is 
handling money for a business, 
Plotkin refused to comment because 
of the possibility of a trial for 
Goodloe. 
The former SPA controller has 
been released on his own  
recognizance 
until  the preliminary 
hearing.  
The SPA is financed by student 
activity fees collected throughout 
the CSUC system. SJSU's dues are 





SJSU  student housing survey 
results will be 





 (SPA), which has lob-






Legislative  Advocate Scott 
Plotkin
 said major 
opposition  in the 
past
 has come from the 
California 
Apartment Association, which 
Plotkin
 said argued that 
students' 






 against them 
justified.
 
Jones said he has 













students  who wondered 
if 
there  was anything








against  it." 
She 





against  a student is 
if that person 
was a victim of 
bias because of 
race,  
sex, creed, 








 a possible cause 
for  the 
discrimination,
 Robinson said 
she 
would 
send a volunteer 
checker to 
the same building 
where  the student 
had been  turned 
down.  
She
 said the checker
 would be 
similar to 
the original student 
ex-
cept in the 
category  where the 
possible bias was. If, for 
example, a 
black student with 





 checker would 
be
 sent with a 
story




checker  was accepted, he 
would decline the




 would be 
sent  
there again. Then, 
if the applicant 
was turned down again, there would
 
be 




The SPA is 
trying  to add students 







getting a law passed 
against student discrimination is 






major  problem will be 
convincing  each legislator 
that 
student discrimination is 
indeed  
happening in his or her 
district," he 
said.  "Therefore, our primary 






 one of 
Plotkin's  
assistants,







represents  the 
students in 
the 
University  of 


















































are  also 
asking  
their 




Plotkin said that the SPA and the 
U.C.
 Student Lobby had worked 
together
 last year on an amendment 
to the Rumford Fair
 Housing Act, 
which  would have prohibited student 
discrimination. 
That legislation, however, died in 
a deadlocked Senate Finance 
Committee, according












views  city 
government  like 
a 
man  gingerly 









 Garza is 
dismayed










 mused. "If 
I didn't 
have the 
spirit  of a Don 
Quixote I 
wouldn't survive." 
Appointed  to a 
vacant council 
seat in 1971 and elected by a 60 per 
cent vote in 1973, Garza is San Jose's 
first and only Chicano councilman. 
He calls himself a populist at  
heart  one of the people. "The 
working man, the plumber, the 
waitress, the 
migrant
 worker .. 
these are the people! represent." 
Garza's 
own family were 
migrant 
workers who followed the 
fruit crops from El Paso, 
Texas to 
San Jose, where they settled 
after 
his alcoholic father 
deserted  them in 
1946. 
AloorromitliMMID   













 of himself as having the 







His tailored business suit and 
white
 collar job with a title 
company 
may belie his past,
 but Garza 
maintains 
a keen political sense of 
street 
survival not taught at his 
alma mater, SJSU. 
"They (council) made me run the 
hoops for my appointment. They told 
me 'Al, go to the 
Oriental  com-
munity and black
 community and 
see what they think 
of you.' I went 
out and got 
three major group en-
dorsements.
 I went to the Chamber 
of Commerce 
. . . They asked me 
how many homeowner associations! 
knew. I 
visited  them. 
"You know, 
they  wanted to ap-
point Roy 
Naylor for another 
vacancy at the
 same time but he 
didn't even want it. They finally 
chased 
him down in 
Oregon  
somewhere,"
 he said.  
Garza 
readily admits he would 
not be a councilman today if it 
hadn't been for his appointment. 
He ran unsuccessfully 
for a seat 
in 1971 against Mayor Janet Gray
 
Hayes before his appointment and 
election in 1973. 
In his first campaign,
 Garza said, 
he lacked
 the exposure and 
organization
 to attract a wide 
following in San Jose's at -large 
election system. 
Garza bristles at a 1973 San Jose 
Rand study which labeled 
him the 
"Anglo's Chicano" 
for running a 
homeowner's 
campaign
 during his 
second race instead
 of emphasizing 
his Mexican -American background. 
"What the 
Rand
 study doesn't 
say is that if I had been a 
homeowner in 
19711
 wouldn't have 
lost,"
 he explained. 
Garza blames the San Jose City 
Charter for stifling the election 
process and government ad-
ministration. 
"The charter was good for the 
'50s 
and '60s but San Jose is much 
too
 large to have part-time govern-
ment The charter says 
we
 can only 
make  policy. 
"Heck no," he shook his head, 
"no way. I spend 55 to 65 hours
 a 
week on council 
activities."  
The
 councilman also 
suggests  
changing the city's current method 
of electing council 
members  at -large 
to a district system. 
"If we had district elections you 
sure wouldn't have council sitting on 
its duff and 
priding
 themselves on 
voting 'no' whether it's intelligent or 
not," he 
said.  
Garza predicts council 
representation
 would drastically 
change if the charter were refor-
med. 
"The constituency would sure as 
hell demand accountability. People 
would start being served 
unlike  they 








Countenance"  whose 
spirit he 
claims, Garza enjoys 
taking a jab at some of San Jose's 
more spectacular windmills. 




inculcated  administration 
is very reluctant to have 
its  veneer 
scratched 
by a lowly council person. 
I am not one who believes the
 city 
administration tells me 
everything  I 
need to know. Administration 
has 
the attitude that
 people just get in 




which  would ultimately limit growth 
in San Jose. 
Garza called 
councilman Jim 
Self's latest plan to link housing and 
industrial growth together, "the 
newest  flash -in -the -pan idea. They 
are playing 
upon the fear of 
inadequate 







The councilman charged that the 
plan is essentially a "backdoor tax." 
Housing construction would be 
limited by the plan, he said, but 
demand would remain constant. As 
a result, assessed valuation on 
housing would inflate since it is 
based upon the price the market is 
willing to pay, which would be 
considerably
 higher during a 
housing crunch,
 he said. 
"Oh, I could speak on and 
on," he 
sighed. "I've been 
disgusted by 
government, but I'm not turned off 
yet. 




























The lights went out and the clocks
 
stopped at 1:47 p.m. 
in the Foreign 
Language Building, 
New  College 
and in at least
 Hoover and Royce 
Halls yesterday. 
The power shortage was caused 
when two wires 
over








Vince Periandri, a PG&E
 line sub-
foreman, who 
was called out to 
oversee the 
repairs 
The sagging line 
was  shored up 




along San Carlos 
Street from First 
Street  to at least as 
far
 as Seventh Street, 





directed  traffic  at the 
corner 
of San Carlos
 and Seventh streets for 
about an hour following 
the incident 
and 
was later replaced 
by a San Jose 
patrolman, who 







afternoon.  Mostly fair 
Wednesday night 
and partly cloudy 
on Thursday Low 
temperatures in 
the upper -30s, 






west  winds 5 
to 15 miles 














































Herb Barrows is a Spar-







































tion,  in its 
opposition













nation  is 
still  in an 


















portion  of 



























































pons on target in the 
United 
States. 
The Soviets have re-























  that is 







excluding  the 
deli-
very  system 
 the 
Soviet  










defense  in which




  the 
morale  and 
efficiency









 of advanced 
military  technology  
can  
no 
longer  be said to 
com-
pensate for the 
great  and 
growing Russian superior-
ity.  
Some may argue that 
even if Soviet foreign
 and 
military policies do pose a 
threat to Western security,
 
there is very little that can 
be done 
about  it. But sup-
port for the program will 
give direct
 evidence of 
Or not to  B-1? 
Pro/Con
 
and already outdated 
something  
done
















































 a B. A.' 
By Pam Weening 
Tommy sucked his thumb. fle 
didn't like to, actually, but thought 
he should. Especially now,
 with so 
much to consider. 
To help him concentrate, Tom-
my's free hand and arm swung in a 
continuous, loose arc, stopping only 
to thump a slow but comforting 
rhythm on the top of his head. 
The older child -center kids, those 
burly  4- and 5-year
-olds,
 had really 
started him thinking. This time it 
was about graduation. His mother's 
graduation. 
Tommy decided to call her and 
looked around for the red Snoopy 
telephone.
 




the  phone and 
ducked her 
head  
away from the Student Union 
hallway noise. A cigaret came to her 




 in the next phone 
stall was 
laughing  hysterically,  
artificially. and Susan  frowned 
deeper.
 




are, Mrs. Norton. It's 
just that you said to call today,
 
The buzzing interruption on the 
phone didn't stop 
Susan  as much as 
it disappointed her. 
She took a drag 
on her 
cigaret  finally and stretched
 
up, bending 
her neck to relax
 it. 
"Men
 I shouldn't come 
in for the 
interview, 
Mrs.  Norton? I 
shouldn't  
come in at all?" 
Her  voice said she 
knew the 
answer 









 been lied 
to but now 
Spartan  
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 Mark Bosneag,  
Susan  
Briley l'enny (-alder. 
Doreen Carvajal. 
'tie( a% aghan. Heather 
Chaboya.
 Mark 
ockel. Main Dangerfield,  
Cheryl  Den-
nison.
 ( eleste flier. Steve 
Dulas.
 Patri-
ia Escobedo, Ed 







Hill  Russell Ingold. Alan ,lanson. David 
Koenig,  Kim Lew.
 Debbie Lewis. Kathy 
Morrison. 
Gary
 Morse. Dave 
Murphy.  
Kitty O'Neil. 
Mark Paxton. Regina 
Rees. Ron Reid, Mark 


























































Taylor  K 
ate  
Formes.
 Don Tyler 








Pepping. John W 








"Yes Mrs. Norton, I sure will. No, 
no, of course not. Thanks. Bye." 
She held the 
receiver
 away from 
herself and listened to the dial tone, 
then slammed it and walked away. 
   
When he got to the other side of 
the playroom, Tommy was glum. It 
was time for everyone to hear a 
Pam Weening is a Spartan Daily 
staff writer. 
story and Tommy joined
 the circle 
and listened, 
but now and then would
 
still look back to 
the red telephone 
and wonder why his 




 if she was even 
graduating after
 he had told 
everyone she was. 
Tommy  forgot 
the matter and began to listen
 so 
hard that
 he got sleepy. The story 
the teacher read 
was about two 
bears. One could 
never get around to 
finishing what he started.
 The other 
could never think
 of anything to 
start. Tommy 
turned
 to take one last 
look at 
the phone, but it was gone.
 
   
Susan pulled 
everything  out of 
her purse. "I couldn't have lost it," 
she said, going 
through
 her wallet 
again. "I couldn't have." 
"You could 
if you tried hard 
enough." It was 
Peggy,  Susan's 
friend and longtime classmate, who 
now sat watching the tennis courts, 
not knowing what else to do. 
"No, here it is!" Susan stopped 
her search 
and held up a slip of 
paper. "They said I 
could call any 
time 
after  11." She looked around, 
knowing
 it already was. 
Peggy 
continued
 watching the 
courts. She wanted 
no part of her 
friend's excitement. 
"I can't believe it," 
she  said for 
the 
sixth time, folding her
 arms and 
shrugging.
 "Just yesterday 
I heard 
you tell your
 little boy you were
 
graduating."
 She looked at Susan,
 
who was still 
examining
 the bit of 
paper.
 "I mean I never
 gave much 
thought to 




 went on, shaking 
her 
head,
 almost afraid 
to stop talking. 








and  asked 









any jobs in 
our field 
and it's 























 a B.A.  
if I could 
even 
start at the 
bottom! So 















"I would have seen














said gathering up her purse and 
losing 





 to need 
things
 
 clothes, toys  
what the hell. I've
 
got to 
make  this call." 







 tennis court. 
"Monday!
 Do you realize
 that? I 
could 
be




 B.A. or M.A. Just 
Monday! They want 
to know, 
though."  Susan bit her 
lip. "I can't 
leave them waiting." 
Peggy could think 
of
 nothing. 
"But all the time 
you've spent," she 
sputtered. "All the 
work!" 
"A lot of 
time putting off 
growing
 
up. That's all. Not 
just
 here." Susan 
smiled 




 the school work 
was  
nothing. A diversion. 
What's  murder 
is admitting that college
 credits 
don't guarantee 
any life of 
fulfillment. Did! 
really  think that? I 
can't believe it!" 
Susan  wanted to cry 
but  only 
smiled wider. She 
had been set on 
her career plans the 
entire  four 
years, had talked of little 
else, and 
she was 
aware that Peggy 
knew  it. 
   
Tommy was 
asleep  when Susan 
came for him. 
"Your  little boy sure 
is
 proud of 
his mom," whispered
 Debbie, a 
student child-care 
worker.
 "I heard 
him bragging 




 HIS mother was 
graduating, 
too.
 And he was very
 





room was darkened for 
nap time and 
she 
went to Tommy's usual 
sleeping  
pad. Disentangling
 him from a toy 
phone, she lifted her 
bundle with a 
kiss and carried him out
 into the 
sunlight. 
"You're 
always wrapped up 
into 
that little phone, 
aren't  you?" she 
said, as Tommy rubbed 
his  eyes and 
squirmed awake. "Who'd 
you call 
today?" she asked 
absently, 
thoughts elsewhere. 
"Oh, I don't 
know .. . nobody. 
Here's  our car," he yelled suddenly,
 
making himself heavy and 
wanting  
to get down. "Who did you call 
today, Mom? 
Did  you call 
anybody?" 
"No.  I started to, but . . . " Susan 
sighed 
and  unlocked the car. In her 
hand was a tiny 
ball  of paper, which 
she hesitantly 
dropped
 into the 
ashtray after getting in. 
She drove off 
with Tommy 
bouncing up and
 down in the back 
seat, 
giggling  as usual. 
"Oh yeah!" Tommy
 stopped 
bouncing as they 
whizzed  by the 
college. He remembered something
 
and leaned his head over the seat. . 









Comments  regarding 
editorials, 
comments,  news 
stories or anything you might 
have 
on
 your mind. 
Best letters are short (250 
words) and to the point. 
The  
Spartan  Daily reserves the 
right  
to edit for libel, length and style. 
All letters should be signed
 
with the author's name, 
major  
and class standing. 
Letters may be 
submitted at 
the Daily office
 (JC 208 between 
9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday 
through Friday, 
or







put  off action on 
the B-1 
bomber until 
next May and 
thus has
 managed to hold 
on to what 
some say is his 




not predicate his decision 
upon the 
Soviets.
 He has 
only to examine this "Cadi-









 should be 
aborted. 
The price tag on 
the 
fleet of 244 B -Is is $23 bil-
lion, as of now. If it went 
into production, knowing 
the ways of military con-
tracts, the price would pro-
bably rise significantly. 
But even accepting this 
price of about 9100 
million a 
plane is an absurdity. 
In the first place, the 







 of Senator 
Alquist's visit
 to the 
campus
 last 
Friday was, I 
















Reporter opinion certainly 
was 
evident in 
using  the phrases "red-
faced and angry" and
 "seemed 




 one part of his 
presentation 
which the reporters 













 intent. As 
an
 attempt to 
portray 








 in your 
malice.  
However,















which would replace the B-
525, are already out -dated 
by the cheaper, unmanned 
missiles
 that can reach any 
point on the earth. 
Furthermore, accord-
ing to the 
National  Com-
mittee to Stop the 
B-1,  its 
technical capability is 
meaningless because a nu-
clear war 
would  be over 
hours before
 the plane 
could reach the target. 
It has been calculated 
that 




in Cincinnati for a 
year. The
 cost of two is 
enough to 
clean  up the 
Great Lakes. The cost of all 
244 could build homes 
for 6 





claim the B-1 would create 
200,000 jobs in 47 states,
 a 
significant number of these 
going to Palmdale.  Calif., 
location of the Rockwell In-
ternational plant, 
which  
would produce them if ap-
proved. 
A make-work project, if 
that's what the B-1 bomber 
is, should be for the better-
ment of society, not the 
destruction of it. 
The appeal to an indivi-
dual's 
livelihood,
 a tactic 
used by the Ford campaign 




In his 15 years
 in the legislature, 
Senator Alquist has been
 one of the 
hardest  working representatives. 
His 
accomplishments  are myriad. 
He has been a constant supporter of 
the CSUC system and SJSU. It is 
most 
unfortunate  that the Daily felt 
it had to adopt the sensationalism -
sells -papers attitude of the San Jose 
papers. They





















 in the  
March 14 
Daily  to the 
effect
 that a grievance
 
committee is 














power  is 
limited





fact that the United
 




The time has come to 
turn the economy around 
and the 
rejection  of the B-1 
Alan Janson is a Spar-
tan Daily staff writer. 
































































Carter  should 















 the B-1 
would  





 "to see if thi 
administration's
 action were ar 
bitrary or untimely." 
A finding for 
the grievant must 
be
 
based upon a 
determination  that the 
grievant was directly
 wronged by 
the action 
that gave rise to the 
grievance.
 Section 11.3 of the 
grievance
 procedures lists a 
number  
of 
examples  of ways in 
which 4 
grievant's
 rights are abridged. The 
list goes far beyond "arbitrary" or 
"untimely" actions. 
In addition, the 
grievance  
manual  designed to 
supplement  the 
grievance procedures states 
that the 
examples in Section 
11.3 are not 
intended to be an 
exhaustive  list, nor 
are they 
intended  as categories
 into 
which wrongs must 
fit.
 
I believe that a grievance com-
mittee has both the power and the 
obligation to consider issues per-
taining to the validity of policies of 
the university. What 
greater  wrong 
could arise than by the application of 
an invalid policy to the detei 





  11-1Etsi AND 
NOW 







































education  are 
eligible for 
grants






























 are for 
full 
time





or graduate students 
pursuing a multiple or a 
single subject credentail 
with a bilingual emphasis 
or a bilingual cross-
cultural credential. 
Students who 
want  to 
apply






at 4 p.m. on 










take an oral proficiency 
test in the learning 
Resources
 Laboratory, 
Rm. 331 of the
 Education 
building no later than 
April  
1. 
A cultural competence 
test and the grant ap-
plication 
can be completed 
in the lab at the same time. 
The grants are awarded 
directly to students by the 






aborting abortion bills 
Women have a right to 
control 
their  bodies, and 




 of the 
Women's Action Coalition 
Panel presented this theme 
from prepared speeches 
during the final day of 




















































 She said 
recent 










 action plans, 




































































 made on 
women. 
"Three hundred women 





who cited satistics in her 
speech and concluded by 
saying that the majority of 
these  
women  are from 
minority groups. 
Medicaid won't pay for 
abortions.











































































"We have a right to' 
control our bodies," 




 in this coun-
try, Wesson believes "wo-
men should educate them-
selves and organize to let 
everyone know that we as 
women will not lose our 












Three SJSU professors 
complained about the 
proposed 2.2 per cent raise 
in salaries during a one and 
one-half  hour 









salaries  took up 
most of the discussion on 







 over EOP 
funding, the future of the 
remedial 
writing  program, 





proposed SJSU library. 
Dr. Ellen 
Boneparth,  
assistant professor of 








faculty  salaries are 
based. 













new  list has only 
20, 18 of which were 
not on 
the old list. 




 as a guide 
CSUC  
professors 
would  be paid 













said,  expressing 
her discontent 










terms of the total package 
the faculty is adequately 
paid.  
"You can't buy food 
with fringe benefits and 
fringe 
benefits can't pay 
the








C   
spartaguide
 
The Ad club will meet at 
6 p.m. Monday in JC 207 
to
 
discuss a tour of KG0 
tele-
vison in San Francisco. 
Candidates will also be in-
troduced for elections. 


























coition and the 
Associated Press 
Published defy by San












 are not 
necessinly





or the Department of 







 a remainder of semester 
bees  Full 
acaderrsc
 year. 59 each 
















croft and Whitney law book 
firm, 
will speak on al-
ternative law careers and 
changes in the American 
legal education system at 
the SJSU Pre -law 
Association meeting 4 p.m. 
tomorrow in SD 231. 
   
The Asian American 
Support Center offers peer, 
individual and group 
counseling. 1-4 p.m. 
Monday through Thurs-
days in New College 
Barracks 15. 
   




"Leukemia and Other 
Childhood Cancers" at 7 
p.m. today in Science 142. 
   
The 
Christian  Science 
Organization
 will meet at 
3:30 p.m. today in the 
student chapel. 





surance at  



















































 in the 
Afro-American  
















Dept.  and 
Associated
 Students.
 277 2721 









be followed by a 
dinner




$4.50  per 
person. 




































"Religion  and 
Politics at 7 
p.m. 











professor,  will 
discuss
 "The World of 
Our  
Fathers," 
at 12:30 today in 
room A in the
 Faculty 
Dining Room. 
   
Dr. Dwight
 Bentel, 




will speak at 
12:30 p.m. 
tomorrow




   
Today is the last 





 will be 
available 
and accepted
 at a 
joint meeting of 
S.A.M.  and 
F.M.A. at 7 p.m.
 in Lou's 
Village, 
1465























































biology professor, said the 
faculty was roughly 12 per 
cent behind where they 
were in 1967-68
 in terms of 
the cost of 
living
 and if only 
a 2.2 per cent raise is pas-
sed they will 
be 15 per cent 
behind. 
Over








teachers,  34 per cent 
more in 
relation to the 
professors, Tidwell
 said. 
Vasconcellos said one 
must consider that civil 
service salaries have 
previously been  far too low 
compared 
to
 those of the 
faculty and recent at-
tempts have been made to 
rectify the situation. 
"We're living in an era 
when a man's worth
 is 
measured
 by his income," 
Tidwell
 said. 
"I don't measure people 
by what they earn," 
Vasconcellos replied.
 
Speaking on behalf of 




low  when 
compared with those of 
librarians
 of the U.C. 
system, as well as those of 







































paid 6.5 percent 
less 
than 
their  U.C. coun-
terparts and






















 10 month 
positions
 
instead of 12 
months which 
would  mean a loss 
of 
needed 




sultant  to the 
sub-
committtee  on secondary 
education,  asked 
Reyes 
* * * * * * 
whether 
he knew of any 
misuses 
of





replied that an 
assessment of 
EOP  funds 
was  presently under 
way.  
Dominguez
 Hills and the 
Fullerton 
campuses have 
used EOP money to pay 
faculty, after these cam-
puses were forced to 
payback 
allocated  funds to 
the state




according to Fuller. 
Arguing for the need of 
remedial English classes, 
Dr. John 
Galm,  an 
English  
professor, said, "We are 
graduating students who 
are virtually illiterate. 
"We feel 60 to 
70 per 
cent need the help," Galm 
said, adding that in any 
case, additional staff would 
be required for the classes. 
Dr. Jack Kurzweil, 
assistant professor of 
electronic engineering, 











which has less than 
two  
per cent of its
 anticipated 
enrollment must return a 
proportional amount of its 
budgeted funds to the state. 
Three-quarters of the 
CSUC  campuses 
had  
enrollments
 under the 
projected number of 
students,
 which has caused 
a system wide 
questioning  
of 
the payback procedure, 
according to Kurzweil. 
The uncertainty as to 
how many instructors are 














necessary, has given rise to 
a 
number
 of temporary and 
part-time positions 127 per 







Within the next 15 years 
25 to 
30 per 


























































































(Just  off 
intersection  







 Pastrorni, Roast 
Beef, Ham,  
or -Submarine
 Sandwich from 
our sandwich 
bar.  
, 60C WITH 
THIS
 Al). Limit 




















* * * * 
* * * 
* * * 





* * * * * * 
* * * * * * 

















boring  lunch in the saw 
old places? 
Try Frogurt 
frozen  yogurt in the 
relaxing  atmosphere of 
Genesis Restaurant. 
We serve delightful 
salads, shakes, 
parfaits  and banana 
boats
  all 
made 
with wholly natural deliciously nutritious 
Frogurt frozen 
yogurt. We also sell it 
by
 the pint or quart It's a 
great new taste sensation
 and it's 
also
 low in calories and 
cholesterol.  We serve 
fruit
 and vegetable salads, 
soups and sandwiches 










this coupon in 
today for a FREE
 SAMPLE of 
Frogurt frozen
 yogurt. We're 




 E. San Carlos
 between S. 
10th 
and 1 1 
th; and are 
open
 daily from 
























* * * * * * * * 
* 





















 Stiles recently 
said  he 
would









with the handling 
of
 the 
budget by the A.S. 
Council.  
"Either  












 what the 











































it up at the gate," 
Stiles said. "We 
just can't 
pull it out 
of









salaries,  is 
$300,000, 









process which runs 
this university." 
He spoke of 
trying  to 
overcome this 
process.  
"Everything  is 
done
 in 
triplicate  and there is no 
guarantee
 of when 
and how 




comes out of 
this
 office to 
be processed, 
people  don't 
appreciate 







it out to be 
done." 
Stiles 
said if he 
were to 
have a 
larger  budget, he 
would do 






"Even if you 
have the 
top 
program  in 
the
 country, 




 are not' 
exactly  
there,
 but we 
have a lot
 of 
obstacles  in 
our



















It all comes 
down to the 
"inevitable: money," 
Stiles 
said.  "The staff 








build  a stadium, and 
recruit not only 
in 
California, but around the 
country. With money we 
can lure some 
of the top 












































 "since a 



















programs  are 































people  who take 
a concern 









munity who take 
a real 
regard to the
 win -loss 
record. Where we 
are 
situated is a plus." 
They have 
things other 
programs  would like to 
have, he said,
 "but they 













































Ernie  Hill 





Reed as their 
next 
head coach, the Spartans' 
assistant basketball coach, 
Earl White, 
had  special 
reason to 
be proud. 
Reed, who will replace 
"Red" Holzman
 at the 
reins  next season, learned 




versity when the 6 -foot
-9, 
former NBA 
star was a 
freshman.
 
White was a player on 
the Grambling squad in 
1957 but left 
the  school after 
a 
misunderstanding  with 
his coach. 
After some urging from 
his mother, White 
returned 
to Grambling 18 
months 
later and devoted much of 
his time teaching funda-




was only two 
years older than Reed, who 
was 19. 
"He was so smart but he 
didn't have the 
finesse 
yet," says White about the 
man who later would be 
known 
as one of the most
 
agile 
centers in basketball. 





 and he especially 
en-
joyed working with Reed. 
"A lot 
of
 guys don't lis-
ten, but 






think he had 
a photo-
graphic 
















































































































 are the 
ingredients it takes to 
make a 
champion
 in any 
sport? 






give you an an-






On March 26 the SJSU 




























as it may 
seem 
the Spartans
 will be 




















































have  won the 
title 




 is not as 
powerful 
as some of 
the 
past,
 it is still
 a heavy 
favorite  to 




it possible to 
mention  























through 1972 and 





the game at the 
close of 
1975 (and even 
before)
 he 
has  been acclaimed as the 
greatest 
coach in the 
























































 reser, Over 35 years 
pRo.nent






 Courses that are 
































































































 Uchida is 
a quiet man, but
 when he 
speaks 
people  listen. 
Finally 
both




without  having to do 









 you he wants to 
come to 
San  Jose State," 




member of the varsity 
squad at SJSU. 
"Most of 
our  recruiting 





this area and 
other areas
 lean their best 
prospects
 toward us. We 
try and stay as close to 
them as possible. 
"Once in awhile we'll 
find someone 
who we think 
has tremendous potential 
The Record 
SJSU National
 Collegiate Judo Champions 
11970 1976 only) 

























Dave Long Heavyweight 
1973
 George





















Thompson  205  pound 




Randy Sumida 154 pound 
1976
 John Baggott 
165 pound 
and we'll try and en-
courage them to come to 
SJSU," the coach ex-
plained. 
Uchida started teaching 
judo at 
SJSU
 back in 1946, 
shortly 
after World War II 
ended.
 
Up until 1952 the course 
in judo
 was only offered to 
Police  Science majors
 as 
part of the curriculum to 
fulfill 
their  major 
requirements. 
In 1953 
SJSU  began its 
judo program and the
 first 
AAU tournament was 
held 





Ron Schuler of the SJSU 
bowling team rolled a per-
fect 300 game in the Fourth 
Annual California Intercol-
legiate
 Mixed Team 
Championships 
last  
weekend in the Student 
Union. 
Schuler, a southpaw, 
rolled the perfecto in 
the 
14th game of 
the  15 -game 
tournament, won by one of 
two Spartan
 teams.- The 
other team 
















director -coach Terry 
Gregory, who estimated 
that 50 spectators joined 
with the 70 bowlers to 
watch  the final frames of 
Schuler's gem. 
Tom Watson of UC 
Berkeley averaged 224 to 
lead the men while Clare 
Glieden, with 196, and 
Spartan teammate Pat 
















































AND DID YOU 
KNOW... 
That
 one of 





































Uchida is the chairman 
of the U.S. Judo Federation 
Promotion  Committee, 
advises the President's 
Commission on Olympic 
Sports and coached the 
U.S. Olympic Judo Team in 
1964. 
Although  he enjoyed 
coaching the Olympic team 
in 1964 
he does 
not  intend 
to
 
coach in the 



















contributions  to the sport 
was  the 













petition:  139; 154; 
165; 176; 
205 
-pound  and 
heavyweight.  
"We
 felt a 
large 
physical  person 
practicing 
with a small person  
especially a novice could 
cause injury if he forced a 
technique," Uchida noted 






 the last 10 years
 
Uchida 




eel as the trainers
 for the 
varsity
 while Uchida has 
placed 
himself














 division in 
both
 1971 and 
1972. 





SJSU  due to 
Yosh,  it is his 




 the 27 -year -
old Long said. 
Long,
 who besides 
coaching 




salesman,  gives 
some 
insight
 into Uchida's 
philosophy and 
why he has 
been
 so successful. 
"Yosh 










allocation  and at the 
same time 
the  individual 
gets an education
 at school. 












Uchida  puts it 
in a little 
more 






 four years 
of sweat and
 toil under me 
that 
they




anything  they 
want  out 
of life," Uchida 
said. 
Assistant basketball coach Earl







many of the 
current
 Knicks 
were even born. One of his
 
critics' big 
gripes over the 
past few years, is 
young  
players can't relate to him.
 
Reed led the Knicks to a 
championship as recently 
as 1973 and is in the voca-
bulary of 
just about every 
basketball
 player in the 
country. 
The 
Spartans'  assistant 
coach
 also worked
 with the 











 the mid -
1960s. 
Although
 White can 
not 
guarantee 
any  of the 
cur-




NBA  stars in 
the fu-
ture, he is 
very confident of 
the Spartan players, and of 
himself as a coach. 
"Last year I had to 
prove myself to  the 
players." After earning 
their
 confidence, in this his 
second 
season  as a full-
time coach, 
White  was bet-
ter able to teach 
the  funda-
mentals of the game. 
It is important that he 
be accepted 
by the players 








only lacks the 
knowledg,  
and 






















DONT FIT LIKE SHOES. 
THEY DONT FIT LIKE 











60 S. 1st 
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March 16, 1977, 











 skin target of 
jokes  
Sharpe's 




























 looks more like a 
callus
 





































power  in 
those  
hands.  
Power  to 
amaze 
his  friends 
with 
hand 











gymnastic routines at 
SJSU. 
Sharpe's hands have al-
ways given him a firm grip 
on the center of attention. 
"Yeah," he says, 
"they've been a major 
factor in 
my





 else's. They're very 
thick, pudgy
 and fat 
looking. 
"I have calluses
 in the 
wrong place. They're over 
here on the sides, which 
is 
normal, but I have some 
right in the middle of my 
hand, where most people 
don't 
"About 80% of the  
people I 
start  to shake 
hands with 
just stop for a 
minute and stare at me." 
Indeed, a friend once 
told gymnastics coach 
Rich
 
Chew that shaking Marty's 
hand was like shaking a 
foot. 
"Worse than a foot, I'd 
say," Chew adds, smiling. 
The coach likes to joke 
about Sharpe's hands, 
which are perfect symbols 
of the unusual and 
seemingly
 out -of -pro-
portion nature of Sharpe 
himself. 
"Marty 
does not have 
the 
ideal physical makeup 
of a gymnast," Chew says. 
"I tease him 
because he's 
too big, too fat,
 and his 
hands are too small
 for the 
rest of his body." 
While the standard size 
for a quick 
and  agile male 
SJSU's top 
gymnast.
 Marty Sharpe, 
stands tall on the 
strength  of his hands,




 the Midas touch at the
 Western Regionals this 
weekend 
Golf
















Tournament in San Diego. 
Top teams competing 




































































champion  Scott 
Simpson
 of USC is one of 
the



















and we have 
just  
opened 
a new location at 
360  William Street 
(that's 
at the corner of 8ih 
and William). We 
serve  
the best 






 Steak in a 
fresh, 
french






and cheese for your 
own  taste sensation. 




 around in a dairy
 case. To 
get you 
to try one of 
our  sandwiches 
we
 are making a 
simple
 offer. Buy a 
sandwich  and we throw
 in the Coke. 
Just




Student  Union 
rip 











 service and delivery





 is call 295-5344 and in 




 same White 











 So, go 











It  William 




(corner  of 
8th  and 
William)  
gymnast has been set 
around 5 -foot -6 and 125 
pounds (still gargantuan in 
comparison to the female 
ultimate, a la the feather -
light 
Nadia Comaneci ), 
Sharpe, only a junior, is 5-
foot -11 and 
weighs  between 
16.5 and 170. 
But, as has repeatedly 
been the case throughout 
Sharpe's life, he has used 
the 
disadvantage  for his 
advantage. 
"Because he is so much 
bigger and heavier," Chew 
says, "he looks so much 
nicer when he does his 
gymnastic movements, es-
pecially on the floor 
exercise."  
The key to Sharpe's 
ability, according
 to Chew, 
is his dedication and 
willingness to work despite 
pain. 
"He's the most coach -
able athlete I've ever been 
associated with," Chew 
says. "He keeps making 




 his goals. 
"He's 
a gutty type of 
kid. Marty's so dedicated 
that he has been  able to 
overcome his physical limi-
tations. I can't speak 
highly enough of him. 
"Also, he's such a nice 
guy to have in the gym. I'm 
glad 
to know that I'm not 
just coaching a gymnast  
I'm coaching a person." 
As a person, .Sharpe 
began in Winnepeg, 
Manitoba 20 years ago, and 
his family moved to Cali-
fornia when he was
 two. He 
hasn't stopped doing hand 
stands since. 
"I remember how much 
I loved to 
walk on my 
'hands," 
Sharpe  says. 
"Nobody
 else on the block
 
could do it. All the other 
kids would 
always say, 
'Hey, Marty, walk on 
over
 
here!'  I liked it. I guess 
that (the popularity)
 was 
the only reason why I did 
it." 
When his father realized 
that he 
"was
 more often on 
his hands than his
 feet," he 
took Marty to a dance
 shop 
nearby in San 
Jose,  which 
was run by former
 SJSU 
gymnast Ron Phillips. 
"There I tumbled once a 
week for an hour or so," he 
says. "I was
 12 then, and 
later on I attended the 
gymnastics program at the 
Santa  Clara Youth Village. 
I was there for 41/2 
years,
 
and that's where I got all 
my good training."  
Sharpe
 got his hands on 
some national acclaim in 
1973, when
 at the age of 17, 
he finished
 third in the 
finals of the Quaker Oats 
Junior Olympics. Having 
finished
 first in the 15-18 
age group
 in California, 
Sharpe was 
beaten  out in 
the national gymnastics
 
competition  by 
Kurt  
Thomas from Florida. 








States  Olympic 
team last 
year in Montreal. 
Sharpe hopes to 
follow  
in Thomas' footsteps, 






Because  he was 
born in 
Canada,
 he has the
 
enviable  



















while at SJSU. 
easa 
"When he came here," 





his first year, he had built 
up his score to 48 or 40, 
which  made us very happy. 
"Last year, as a 
sophomore, he 
was  up to 51. 
His progress has been a 
little slower this year. 







Idaho State's track and 
field team will  invade Bud 
Winter Field
 today at 1 








expects that the Spartans 
will win, because Idaho 
"does not enjoy
 as much 
depth
 as we have. We don't 
expect a tough 
time with 
ISU in the 









ONE  OF 
THE
 BEST 
FILMS  OF THIS 
SEASON." 








LAUGHTER, LATCH ONTO 'THE 






"GET READY FOR 
BELLY  LAUGHS!" 
William  Wolf. 





















3,7 Et 10 
Admission:  
$1.00  
Mark Tifio whould give the 
Spartans very good 
competition in the 100 and 
200-yard dashes, and that 
hurdler Tony Bolden will 
be neck -and -neck with 
Dedy Cooper. 
however. We haven't seen 
any dramatic gains, 
mainly because it's so very 
tough to improve on any-
thing  past 50." 
Another reason why 
Sharpe has not reached, as 
yet,
 his intended goal of 52 
all-around
 points is a groin 
pull in both sides which has 
plagued him the past sev-
eral weeks. 
"It really bugs me, es-
pecially in the vault and 
free exercise, in which I 
have to run." 
Daily practices can be-
come torturous at times, 
but he 
still endures 
them  as 
necessary evils and 
psyches himself up for the 
meets. 
"When I'm 
out  there in 
the 
meet,  I don't feel any 
pain," he says. "I just 
forget pain. It's only in the 
mind, anyway. All I care 
about is going 





 of pain re-
minds Sharpe of his hands 
again, which were painful 
in high school only because
 
he was kidded so much 
about 
them. 
"I've always just 
taken  
it as a joke," Sharpe says. 
"And I even used my hands 
to my advantage. I could 
beat anybody in knuckle-
fights in high school be-
cause of my odd hands." 
But the unexpected slits 
and cuts he suddenly de-
veloped once he came to 
SJSU were neither a joke 
nor a sign of 
superiority.  
"During the past three 
years," he says, "I have, 
for some reason, got these 
huge calluses along with 
these slits right down the 
middle of my hands. 
"As a 
gymnasts.  I have 
to keep 
shaving
 my hands 
every day, and they just 
stay there. Every time I 
open my hands wide, the 
slits  get deeper." 
He has two possible 
remedies, but neither of 
them would be satis-
factory.
 




feel funny. I 
like to really 
feel 













isn't even going to con-
sider. 
"It's a kind of hand 
which would only heal in 
time," he believes, 
"and  
since gymnastics demands 
year-round 
training, I 
couldn't stop long enough 
to let 
it heal." 
Sharpe isn't going to let
 
any kind of pain keep him 




 18 and 19. 
He is the leader, captain, 
and top performer for the 
Spartan team, and almost 
unquestionably has the 
best chance of any SJSU 
gymnast to qualify for the 
national finals in April. 
"I'm foiaLng at these re-
gionals as a 
kind of 
Olympics right now," he 
says, "the only difference 
being that they're
 going to 
be this 
month and not four 
years from now. 
"I'm 
ready fur them. I 
haven't 
reached  my 
per-
sonal goal
 of 52 this  year, 
and now is 
when I want to 
do it. 
Even
 if I don't 
become one of the 
top  three 
to qualify, if I can 
just hit 






























801,1p  CO 
presents 















after 4 p m wth proper
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200 So. First 
St. 287 -SOUP 
There's





 Let the music take you. 
You may never be heard from 
again.
 
Tangerine Dream is: three
 sorcer-




the most dangerous music you'll 















PA,,d bow.9,  
mnorefirs  new 
























Members of the Youth Goodwill Mission en-



































have  been 
summed


























pavilion  on 












 with his 
dancing
 as well as his ener-
getic guitar work. His
 com-
posure  on stage 
was 
demonstrated
 by his smil-
ing 
attitude  when a female 
fan leaped onto the stage to 
embrace him. 
Bishop was in firm com-
mand 
of
 the stage Saturday 
night and nowhere was this 
more evident than among 
his band.
 Bishop quietly 
drifted out of the
 spotlight 
as he would 
designate  when 
it was time for solos 
from
 
the other members 
of the 
band.  
Supplying the vocals be-
side Bishop were Mickey 
Thomas 
and Reni Slais who 
both performed solo num-
bers as well
 as combining 
for rich harmonies now so 




Mickey Thomas was in 
outstanding form doing 
"Baby Spend 
Some  Time" 
and "Fooled Around and 
Fell in Love" where he 
demonstrated
 his vocal 
range to the delight of the 
crowd. 
Elvin Bishop and Co. is 
a talented band
 with a very 
exciting  and balanced 
sound. Vernon Nazz traded 
lead and rhythm guitar 
parts with Bishop as well 
as enaning  in a slide-gui-
CAMERA ONE 
366 S 














tar  duel in "Let 
It Flow" 
and "Traveling Shoes." 





by Mike Brooks, 
but 
contrast  to nearly 
everyone 








solos  on the 
keyboards
 es-
pecially on "Everybody 
Got  to Give 











 is Valerie 
Harper." 







Harper,  television star of 
the hit comedy "Rhoda," is 
now performing with 
Anthony Zerbe in "Dear 
Liar."
 
In a limited 
engagement 
at the Montgomery 
Theater, 145 W. San Carlos 
St., Harper and Zerbe will 
perform a comedy of let-
ters, based on the 
correspondence between 

















"Dear  Liar." 
"He's an 
excellent  actor 



















 will be 






 she said. 
The play








































 for the play are 
$5, 96 and $6.50 at San Jose 
























 you how 
to 
do




















guide  and 










































































 alto sax 
runs as well 




bined  the two 
on
 more than 
one 
occasion.  
Elvin Bishop should be 
complimented on his 
choice of band members 
Everyone
 functioned well 
independently and meshed 
smoothly 
performing  both 
disco, blues and rock-and-
roll tunes. 
After a rousing 15 -
minute version of "Willie 
and the 
Hand
 Jive," I felt 
that anyone 
unmoved by 
the  music must have been 
dead or 
on some incredible 
drugs. 
Bishop related to the 
crowd
 about how well he 
has been received in the 
Bay Area for the last six to 
seven 
years and explained 
the 
warm rapport clearly 




music as special guest 
stars combining rock, jazz 
and soul with an emphasis 
in crisp harmonies pri-
marily between 
David  
Pack and Joe Puerta. 
Relatively  new to the 
music  world, this band 
from 
England  also evoked 
strong and 
favorable  













































































































































































Taiwan  carried 






























The group of 16 
students  
































pretation  from 
the Ameri-
can, Las 
Vegas  style pro-
duct. 
Chinese classical music, 
performed
 on traditional 
instruments,
 followed. The 
music is 
surprisingly 
melodic to the western
 ear. 
Ya-Tien Ko, in par-
ticular, displayed a pheno-
menal ability on 
a violin -
type instrument. 
Brief martial arts 
demonstrations punctuated 
the show. In one act, two 
combatants  moved with 
watch -like precision as 
they 
swung temple swords 
at each other. 
In a 
potentially  boring 
demonstration





























































dramatic  drum 
dances 
were marred by 
ear -shattering peals from 
the large drum once again, 
the cavernous surround-
ings may have been at 
fault.  
To one unfamiliar with 
the culture of the Chinese, 
given 
the surroundings of 
the gym,
 the show did seem 
a bit long, but overall, the 
group 
provided a unique 
entertainment experience 
that they seemed to 
enjoy 









By Boydine Hall 
Two SJSU June gradu-
ates aspiring to be fashion 
designers aren't worried 
about job 
prospects, they 
said during a 
rehearsal  for 
a fashion show at the 
LeBaron Hotel where 




 shown Sunday. 
Cheryl Brown, vice-
president of Alpha Rho 






society, will begin the 
Fashion Institute of Design 
and Merchandising in Los 
Angeles in September. 
ValJean Bell, a health 
science major, has a two-
year scholarship to attend 
Parson's Fashion Institute 
of Technology in New York 





and willing to work 
hard is 
their insurance 
of finding a 
job and eventually 
being 
the best. 
"I will be!" 
Bell said 
confidently, referring to 
achieving 
the success of 
de-
signer greats
 like Bill Blass 
and 
Christian Dior, her 
favorite  designers. 
Brown, whose
 goal is to 
have her own
 design house 
added, "A positive atti-
tude, peers, instructors and 
friends 
have given me a lot 
of encouragement. 
Both Brown




 and missy wear
 
but Bell 
has expanded her 
fashion










also  like to design 
men's 
clothes for the 
rea-
son that, "Men 
are  just get-
ting into 
clothes and I 
want 

















to like it. If 
I don't like 
it 
then I can't 
put  my best 
into it. 
"When I feel
 good I de-
sign 
a beautiful piece 
of 
material," Bell said. 
Sewing
 has been a long-
time hobby, and she began 
designing her own clothes 
about five years





































San Jose 249 8700 
/*worm, FM MI Vle.w. 941 
3600
 
love clothes and 
that's  the 
only way I'm going to get 
them," Bell said.
 
' She added the only dif-
ference between the New 
York and California 
designers are that clothes 
sell faster on the East 
coast.
 People wouldn't 
think
 of being seen in the 
same

























the two are 
on their way 
in 
the 
fashion  world. 
A model displays
 one of the many fashions featured at the 
LeBaron
 Hotel, 
1350  N 
First  St Sunday 
night;  














































VW,  Datsun, 
Toyota  649.95 
Above paces 
include all parts
































































Dance  in the Flower Garden,











Marion  Whittaker 
Fashion flairs and flings 
mixed with a little bold 
imagination transformed 
the ballroom of the Le-
Baron Hotel, 1350 N. First 
St., into a collage of design-
er originals Sunday night. 





signers from the Bay 
Area 
and included
 some of 
SJSU's own 
originals to 
well over 150 people. 
Mellow mood music of 
George Benson and Grover 
Washington Jr. offered 
background music as the 
show opened with a wide 
variety of lounge-wear. 
Colors ranging from 
sexy
 black see-throughs to 
bold 




 of the audience as 








tailor  from 
Spectrum  West 
Produc-
tions, 
















attire with a 
well defined 
air of finesse 





 any place 




























































































 fun in 
the 
summer  sun















could  be 
worn around 




wanted to cover up. 
A touch of 
sophisticated  
class was added as Dean 
Wysinger glided smoothly 
across the floor in a stun-
ning brown tweed three-
piece skirt, vest and coat 
ensemble, designed by 
SJSU home  economics 
senior Cheryl Brown. 
A self-confessed novice 
in the field of modeling, 
Wysinger added the 
necessary element of sim-
plicity to the show 
spot-






uniformity emerged time 
and time again as the 
svelte ladies
 in their vested 
business suits compli-

















which  was best 
described in the




 cut I 
long and 
it's  cut short 
accenting  a 
little
 of this 
and  
a little






at 457 E. 
San  Carlos 
Ibet


























































































































































































-causing bacteria possible   
Assembly






H. Kim Lew 
The news

























which  is the
 cutting 
and splicing of life's basic 












 - including, but 
no, 
m itvti to, recombining 





It is the first 
legislation 
approaching
 the problem 
of private business in 
genetic research, sub-
jecting those laboratories 
to the same stringent regu-















could assist  farming 
Farming and medicine 




DNA" research grows, 
according to SJSU biology 






cleic acid (DNA) experi-
ments show techniques in 
recombinant DNA work, 
such
 as gene transplanting, 
may yield grain and
 other 
food crops that would not 








program  the 
plant





















 a usable 
form








































































ford University appearing 





benefit was discussed. 
Recombinant  DNA tech-
niques may 
"revolutionize  
the production of an-
tibiotics, vitamins and 
medically
























































DNA experiments must be 
done under physical con-
tainment conditions at 
least
 as strict as those used 
for work with bacteria that 
cause typhoid fever and
 
Asiatic cholera," Cohen ex-
plains in his article. 
Another 
containment 
measure used by 
laboratories is the reliance
 
upon "tailor made" strains 
of 
bacteria, which cannot 
survive outside the test 
tube 
environment;  there-















note of a program
 en-
titled 
"Gene  engineers," 
appearing 
at

















March  17 










Janis Ian writes songs about real 




 her newest songs






Let Me Be Lenoir 
I 
Want
 To Make You
 Love fee I 
Candlelight  

















 the same re-
st r ic t ion
 s as the 
academies," 
SJSU  biology 
professor
 Dr. Richard 
Ingraham commented. 
Uncontrolled  research 
might result in the develop-






the  state As-





had been little official ac-
tion on genetic research. 
Keene, 
chairman of the 
Assembly Health
 Com-


















mission would be 
created.  
The panel would go beyond 


























 of widespread 
serious harm,
 directly or 
indirectly, to the 












































action was the issuance of 
guidelines in 
June,  1976 
permitting some recombi-
nant 































splicing  one 

















































































get a 15% discount
 
on 







drop  by 325 
S. 1st St . 








Rick Revak at 
9690826.   
PEER  DROP 
IN CENTER 
is the one 
place on 
campus  where 
you can 
always find 
warm  friendly 
Et open 
people  to talk to. 
Stop by Et see 
us 
soon.  Open 
10-5  M Th Et 
10.3 
on 
Friday.  Located 
in the Diablo 
Room, 3rd floor
 Student Union. 
Annual 










Camden  Avenue. 
Spaces  $5 
each or 2 for 08.













10th St., S.J. 















 27, 10 a.m.-5 
p.m.,  $20. 
Call Cliff
 Brothers, 





























engines  rebuilt, 
etc.  Diagnosis k 





















Fender  Flares 





















miles.  Must 
sell 
Need







Work  Car, 
$450.  





































































































































































































Miles,  extras. 




























 new. Al, 

























Dept.  Se. Box 4490,
 
Berkeley, CA 94704.  
ACTIVIST: Work
 vvith grass roots
 
citizens' 
organization  for better 
transit. quality








or part time. Call 
293-2684. 9 to 
2.
 Santa Clara 
Valley Coalition. 
DO YOU HAVE month left
 over at 
the end of the 
money?  Turn the 
tables wah extra
 income from 
interesting
 part time work. 
We 





LAB TECH I 
City of San Jose 
IF
-T and PT1 
Requires
 major in 
chemistry of 
related field, or one 
year of Lab exp. Apply- Employ-
ment Office Rm. 
207,  City Hall, 
801 N. First 




quired by 3-16-77.  
Sales
 Manager. Part time now° --
full  time SURITer 
Excellent Pay. 
Green Thumb Lawn Service, 
2499110.  
OVERSEAS  JOBS Sum 
mer 'year-round.
 Europe. S 









 International Job 
Center, Dept. SB.
 Box 4490, 
Berkeley, CA 94704. 
SATURDAYS AND
 SUNDAY 











housewives for food cost survey 
and
 product interest, for meat 
company. 
Permanent.  Car re-
quired. 298-4900.  
START A BUSINESS from Arts 
and Crafts to Toking Paraphen 
ialia call 
293-1781
 after 6 pm.  
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN'S, 
Ride Operators. Food Services, 
Sales, Weekends, Easter Week, 
Full-time starting May 29th. Ap-
ply in person. FRONTIER 
VILLAGE
 AMUSEMENT PARK.  
CHILD CARE: 
Need competent and 
reliable ladies to care for infants 
thru age three 
Sunday am's Er 
eves. Et Thurs. eves. Call 
287-7844.
  
Earn 8100 or 
more extra per month. 
Be your own boss, work your 
own hours. Call 224 
9225.  Ask 
about 
Shaklee  sales plan.  
Male needed to do yard work and 
heavy household chores. 
Minimum  of 4 hrs. weekly. 43  




FOR SPARE TIME 
CASH If you 
think you might he interested
 in 
talking to 






 for our 
repre  
sentatives,
 to show how 
insular
-
i011 will save them
 money Er 
energy, 
you'll earn as 
much  or 
more money













ask  for 
Mr.




























































































































































3 50 3 75 
3 90 4 00 










Semester  rate 
lati  



























Lost  and 
Found , 
Travel 




 II Personals 
$2.50 p 
h Must be 21 
Apply 
12-6 Tires
 Fri 30 So Central 
Campbell 
housing 
  1. 
Live  on campus. walk to classes, 
San Jose 
Residence  Club, 202 S. 
11th For Seniors Et Grad 
students, 
off  street parking, kit 
chen TV Fireplace 
Piano.
 Pool 
Table, Ping Pone 
Courtyard,  
Completely
 Furnished. Linen Ser
 
vice, Shared
 Roorns $94 mo $24 
weekly, 
Single Rooms $160 mo.. 
437.50
 weekly. Inquire at 122 
N.
 













more  information. 
MALE 
DORM contract for 
sate at a 
discount Call 
Chuck  Parker at 
277,8519 or 
279-9473    
ROOMMATE  FEMALE 
MIDDLE 
AGED to locate 
and share house 
or apt convenient
 to SJSU Call
 
Walt 3 4 
pm or 6-7 am 






 508 So. 
11th 
St Deluxe 2BR




 $230 month. 
No






 Fum. 1 
bedroom  
apt. All utilities 





 after 6 
prn.  
Groovy 
Fum.  Apt. 
for
 1-4 coed, 
or 
couples
 Er walk to class.
 Water Et 
Garb. pd. 
Call





roommate  to 
share
 2 bdrm, 
2 
































GAY MEN AND 
WOMEN  
in the San Jose community the Gay 
Students Union meets every 
Thurs. at 8 eon. in the
 Student 
Union We offer an informal 
atmosphere for gay people to 
meet, make 
friends
 and explore 
different
 aspects of our gayness 
If you are entering gay life for the 
first time you will find GSU a 
friendly place to come out Those 
of us who need to love and be 
loved by members of our
 own sex 
need each other. For more infor 
/nation about
 our meetings and 
activities watch the Spadaguide 
or call the Information Office, 
277 3228 WE'RE HERE WE 
CARE1 ATTEND' 
MEETING SOMEONE SPECIAL 
has 
never been easy . until 
now.
 At VIDEOBRIDGE you see 
and hear informal interviews of 
people you'd like to know better
 
on our 
video tape television 
system. You meet only 
the per, 
pie you want to 
meet
 and who 
want to meet you 
and your 
privacy is always protected If 
you want to make your own 
choices, and control your own 
social destiny, call us for 
more
 
information or a free demonstra 
6011. Remember,  you only live 
once so make the most of nil 
Call 244 3308 VIDEOBRIDGE 
open 
M F 119 pro Et Sat 11-6 
pm. Ask about
 our student dis-
count, 
For 
Sale:  Skindivers 
watch.
 812.50 
or best offer. 292-8257.   
Apricot:
 Sorry I was 
late but some 
one 





 PATTY McDEE - 
Lucky  you to 
have
 a friend like
 
me like




















































































 tem, paper Fast 
and efficient IBM Sel. Correc 
ling Weekends also available 
446 
1525;  ask for Betty 
Dissertation 
design or analysis 
blues" Call ACRE at 328 7171,.  
TYPING SERVICE. 
Duality  work 
Fast.








Pregnaucy  test, iounseling. 
on alternatives to pregnancy. 
Competent  pregnancy 
termona 
lion. 
All services conf 
anomie!  
Call 
CHOICE  358 2766 
Dates-get the




 us help you Question 
noire sent 
ill discreet encelope 
All info. confidential
 Match 







 lowest price 

















 OF DATA 
REASONABLE 










 Bike. preferably 
Raleigh or 
Motobecane or  
Peugeot





$50 per 100 
possible.
 Send SASE to: 
A. L Rodriguez 
1212 
E William St 
San Jose. 











 with us for discounts
 on 
200 major
 brands of Audio.
 TV. 
tape, 
car  stereo. etc Advice 
on 
purchasing
 the Right gear 
the 
first time with 
no hassles We 
manufacture
 a complete line 
of 
Hi Fm speakers





 to the 
S1,1,1thr
 U111(ilIV 
998 2693 Toes Fro 1 6, San 
12 5 
7" Reel to Reel by T eat: 
Less than 
30 hrs playnine Model A23005 
Sac $300 Fano Call 267 851 








PASSPORT Er ID Photo special - 
$2 off 
enad for 2 col°, ,x 4 BErW 
photos Regular price 07 50 Jfv1J 
PHOTOGRAPHY, 293 7000 20 
Paseo de San Antonio. SJ tbe 











Brussels . Israel 





Hawaii Travel services avail 
able 
Eurail  Pass Brae,' Pass 
International Student Wenn 
ty Card Issuance Youth Hos 
tel
 Cards Overseas 
Job 
Placement i Students Onlyl 
Tour Intometion I Budget) 
Students Intraeuropean Flights & 
Trains . Camping tours in Eur 
ope Student 
Flights
 to Asia, 
Africa. Australia,
 Er Middle East 





Can Leasing and Purchasing 





USSR from Europe Contact 
Re B. Davis at CAMPUS 
TRAVEL 
ADVISORS.  505 S 
10th St at Williams St. San 
Jose, CA 95112 14081 292-1613. 
Mon
 Fri. 9 a m -5 p m or by 
appointment 259,8356  
EUROPE ISRAEL
 AFRICA 
Student charter flights year 





A Calif 90024. 
12131  826 5669. 826 0955 
Live in Mexico and learn Spanish at 
the finest language school in 























2 lines 1 day is 75Q 
2 lines 2 days is $1 
Come in to JC 
208 
between 9 a.m.-3 p.m. 








,p1,1   
K lc!
  I s Mr? 
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Oar
 .11  
SEND
 cHEcK, MONEY 
ORDER 
OR




SAN JOSE STATE 
UNIVERSITY  
 Phone 























cancelled  ids 
March
 16, 1977, Page 8 
0 
Betty 








(Continued from page 71 
virus', animal's or plant's
 
 DNA on to pieces of 
"free" genetic material  
plasm ids  from bacteria. 







 does not affect the 
genetic




side the cell membrane. 
A virus
 DNA. for 
example,  













 of the 
virus.  
This "new" 
plasmid,  if 






independently  as the 
microbe 
multiplies;  thus, 
the 





 into the original
 
plasmid from
 the virus. 
Also,  the field
 has, over 
the





























of this virus is that 
when  it 




 those cells to be-
have
 in a 
cancerous  
fashion," 
Ingraham  said. 











is known to at-
tach to a 










harmless  bacteria 






coil  (E. con). 
This suggests that an E. 
coli strain,
 with cancer 
causing 
characteristics,  
and quite compatible 
with 




 Ingraham said, 
when 
combined
 with a 
plasmid  carrying 
SV40 
characteristics. 
A danger then arises 
that humans might acci-
dentally acquire colonies
 of 
hybrid germs, that 
would  
spread infections or cause 
malignant  tumors, accord-
ing to Ingraham. 
"You want to under-
stand the virus," he said, 
"but you would be crazy to 
put a virus known to cause 
cancerous cells into the 





do it, doesn't mean you 
should do it," Ingraham 
said. "Scientists are just 
like anyone
 else  there 
are
 responsible ones, and 




























































like  the 
character
 sketch of the 
clean-up  lady at the begin-
ning of the Carol Burnett 
Show.  
With leather sandals 
slapping against
 the floors 
of the 





















































was installed by SJSU.
  











 so I took the 
custodial 
work,"  she said 
"I'm 
very happy here." 
But that was 
nine years 
ago. 
Cheney doesn't always 
spend her time cleaning the 



















"I try to 
advise them 





for them to 
cry 
on." 




















"I try to 
tell them it's 
probably something they 
will face in the real world 
and I try to use myself as 
an example," she added, 
smiling. 
"They 
could  end up like 
me," 
she  says 
laughing.
 
"Not that there is any 




into a better 
way of life 
































than  one 
who  
hasn't," Cheney
 said. "It 
just 
























"I don't want to sound 
egotistical," Cheney said. 
"but when it comes
 to stu-
dents or my own kids, I like 
to brag." 
As for the students at 
SJSU, Cheney 
feels  there is 

















































Besides being a "Dear 
Abby", working 
woman, 
mother, wife of 27 years 
and a homemaker, Cheney 
is also actively involved as 
a junior 
officer
 of the "In-
dependent











































"I want to 
die," he said. 
"I just 
want to die." 






apartment  with a 
two-year-old child












It looked as though
 the 
night would be full of all the 
cops and robbers stuff that 
Quinn -Martin 




the way it 
happened, though. 
I started riding with 33 -
year -old officer Mickey 
Metcalfe
 at 10:20 Sunday 
night on the San Jose 
Police ride -along program. 
This program is to help 
make the public more 




 job is. 
The despondent family 
man, finally calmed by the 
police, 
was  only the first 
event of the diversified 
evening. 
I always thought that 
traffic tickets were some-
thing the police enjoyed 
giving. 
Something  they had 
a 











little tolerance for drunk 
drivers, child molesters 
and wife beaters. The next 
encounter
 was with a drunk 
driver. 
An Illinois 
truck  in front 
of us was weaving from the 
dividing markers 
on the 
left to the shoulder on the 
right. Metcalfe followed 
and pulled the driver over 
after he made a left hand 
turn from the right hand 
lane of a one-way street. 
The biggest 
problem 
was the turn was made in 



















 able to 
count and
 
walk  seven 
paces on 
the 
lines  in the 





 is an 
officer citizens






































influence  and a 
hazard to 
himself  and 
everyone else 
on









 and we 
were
 on the 
road again. 
The next thing I knew 




 car had 
plowed 












and up on the curb 
and then 
the driver had run. 
The  27 -year
-old 























 car, the report 
had 
been  written and there 
was nothing 
else
 for us to 
do. 




 of the 
evening
 turned 
out  to be 40 






A silent safe alarm had 
gone off in a bar on Fourth 
















 2001. All 
entries  bowl 
3 games 
qualifying,
 top 14 roll 




after  cuts 











Sedake  at 
the Circle 
Star 

































An open window on 
one 
of the second 
story walls 
could have provided 
a 
means of entry, 
but  no one 












So everyone waited. 
Someone finally arrived 
with the keys. The doors 
were unlocked 
and three 











everyone came out of the  
building. 
If there was someone in 
the building, he wasn't 





for  the 
alarm going off. It just 
went off. 








 speed chases 
down the 




the answers to un-
answered questions
 out of 
anyone.  
What I had seen was an 





enough to show a curious
 
reporter and city resident 

























PURCHASE  A 
GREAT
-TASTING BIG 



















































 on my 








































































CAMPUS MAR. 21-24 





















sign up irn. 
mediately  for in-depth
 in-
terviews.




have to do is 
telephone 
277-2272
 or drop by the 
Career  Planning and Place 
went
 Center. The recruiters 
will interview from
 9 a.m. 




Snecihcallv Peace  
CCeIM
 e in 
wrested en Spartans ello 
ant have 
degrees in English. French Span 
ish secondary or Special Ed Math 
Chem  Physics. Biology Phvs Ed 
Social Work Recreation Nursing 















Et Regional Planning Me, 
ing Engineering 
Son
 Work Buy 








available by July, Aug., 
or 
Sept. VISTA






PROFESSORS  ATTENTION! 
OUTSTANDING  QUALITY COPIES
 ON 
ANY




MO SIAM MALI TONES PASTE UPS WILL NOT LEAVE OUTLINES 
1000,
 
COTTON CONTENT PAPER THESIS QUALITY AT ITS FINEST SUPERIOR TO 
ALL OTHER
 COPIERS 
\Z,939 PARK AVE. 































 Call or 
come
 in for a 
personal,
 no obligation interview to 
see  
how Army ROTC 
will fit into your 
academic 
program. 
277-2985  
Major Walden 
Army  
ROTC
 
Two -Year 
Program.
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